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CONVERGENCE AND INTEGRABILITY
OF TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES WITH COEFFICIENTS

OF BOUNDED VARIATION OF ORDER im,p)

VERA B. STANOJEVIC

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Let {c(n)} be a complex null sequence such that for some integer

m > 1 and some p £ ( 1, 2]

oo

J2  \Amc(n)\p < co   and    JZ |A(c(n) - c(-«))| lgn< oo.
|rt|<oo n=\

It is shown that the series

( * ) J2 c(n)e"",    teT =
|n|<oo

2ttZ

converges a.e. and that the well-known condition Cw of J. W. Garrett and

C. V. Stanojevic [4, 3] implies that the series (*) is the Fourier series of its sum.

This generalizes results of W. O. Bray and C. V. Stanojevic [1]. An important

consequence of the main result is that nAc(n) = 0(1), |n| —» oo, implies

that the condition Cw is equivalent to the de la Vallée Poussin summability of

partial sums (S„(c)} as conjectured in [8].

1. Introduction

Recently in [13, 12] complex sequences of bounded variation of an integer

order m > 1 have been used to study pointwise convergence of trigonometric

series and the integrability of p powers (0 < p < 1) of their sums. A complex

sequence c = {c(«)}|n|<oo = {c(«)} is of bounded variation of order m > 1 if

£  |A-c(«)|<oo,

| n | v. l*j

where Awc(«) = A(Am-'c(«)) = Aw-'c(«) - Am~xcin + 1).

Here we propose to study convergence and integrability of senes

Y cin)eint,        t£T = R/2;
|n|<oo
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using some techniques from //-space, 1 < p < 2. This naturally leads to

a generalization of bounded variation of order m . Specifically, if for some

integer m > 1 and some real p > 1

(1.1) £ \Amcin)\p<™,

\n\<oo

we say that {ein)} is of bounded variation of order (w,p).
The concept of modified cosine sums, as introduced in [6] and later in [4],

is applied to the problem of the Fourier character of the cosine trigonometric
series and to Lx-convergence of cosine Fourier series. In the case of complex
coefficients the modified sums are defined as follows [2],

(1.2) Gnic, t) = Y\Ac(k)\Dkit) + ¿[A(c(-/c) - c(k))](E_k(t) - 1),
k=0 k=0

where Ekit) — Y!]=oelit > an<* At is the Dirichlet kernel.

The modified sums in [6, 4] are defined for even coefficients. To compensate

for the lack of evenness in the complex case we shall assume that {c(n)} is

weakly even (see [2, 11]), i.e.,
oo

(1.3) £|A(c(n)-c(-n))|lg»<oo.
n=\

Let Sn(a) = S„(a, t) = ao/2 + Ylk=\ ak coskt, t £ (0, n], where {an} is a
real null sequence of bounded variation. Then lim„5„(a, t) - f(t) exists in

(0, it]. Notice that G„(a, t) = S„(a, t) - an+xDn(t). In [3] it is proved that

||/ - Gn(a)\\L\(o,n) = °(1) > « —» oo, is equivalent to the following:

for every e > 0 there exists 3(e) > 0, independent of n, such that

(W) IJo
dt < e,    for all n.£ iAak)Dkit)

k=n+l

The purpose of this paper is to study trigonometric series with complex null
coefficients of bounded variation of order (w, p), satisfying (1.3) and (^),
and by using //-estimates, p > 1, to show that such series converge a.e. to the

integrable limits.

2. Main result

For some integer m > 1 and some p > 1, let BVfm, p) denote the class

of all complex null sequences for which (1.1) holds. Let Ww denote the class

of all weakly even complex sequences such that for every e > 0 there exists

¿(e) > 0, independent of n , and such that

/
^2 [Ac(k)]Dk(t) dt<e,    for all n.

\k=n+l

The partial sums of trigonometric series with coefficients {c(n)} are denoted

by S„(c) = S„ic t) = £|*|<« cik)eikt, and if for some / e L'(T), c = /, then

the partial sums of the corresponding Fourier series are denoted by Snif) =

Snif, t) = ¿Z\k\<n f(k)eikt. The L'(T)-norm is denoted by || • ||.
Our main result is the following:
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Theorem 2.1. Let {c(n)} £ BV(m, p). Then

(i) £|„|<oo £(")*"" converges o.e.;

(ii) p 6 (1, 2] and {c(n)} £ Ww  imply that the series (i)  is the Fourier

series of its sum f.

Proof. To prove (i) assume that for some integer m > 1 and some p > 1,(1.1)

holds. The case p = 1 is resolved in [13]. Suppose p > 1. Since

£  |Amc(«)|"<oo,

|«|<oo

the well-known theorem of F. Riesz [7] guarantees that the series

(2.1) Yl [^mc(n)}eint

\n\<ca

is the Fourier series of some h £ Lq(T),  l/p + l/q = I.  The convergence
theorem of R. Hunt [5] says that (2.1) converges a.e.

Consider the identity from [13], for t ^ 0

.       m—1

(2.2) - — £ wi(t) [iAm-l-Jci-n + j))e«-»+J><

_(Am-l-j(Am-X-Jc(n + j + l))e^n+j+x^]

—n+m—\ n+m

+   £   cC/V*- £ eU)eiJt,
j=-n j=n+\

where tu(r) = 1 - e~" .

Then for t ^ 0 it follows that

lim5„(c,í) = /(í)

exists a.e.. This completes the proof of (i).
For the proof of (ii) we write

/(f) =  J2 cin)eint,        t£T-{0},
\n\<oo

in the a.e. sense established in (i). Notice that

n n

G„ic, t) = £[Ac(fc)]Z>fc(f) + £>(c(-fc) - cik))]iE_kit) - 1)
k=0 k=0

= S„ic t) - [ein + l)EHit) + ci-in + l))(£-„(i) - 1)1

Hence, for t ^ 0
limC7„(c,í) = /(í)   a.e.,

n

and
oo oo

fit) - Gnic, t)=  Y, V*ik)\Dkiit) +  Y i^ci-k) - cik))]iE.kit) - 1).
k=n+l k=n+l
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Using the identity (2.2) we have for t ■£ 0

fit)-G„ic,t) =
1

wm(t)
E   [Amc(k)]eiikt

1

\k\>n+l

m-\

h yfnTU) E ^« [^m-l-jc(-n + j))e^"^'

.(Am-1-7C(„ +;- + ,)se/(n+j+l)ij

—n+m—l

E *(/>"'O'

+ E cC/V* + [c(n + l)En(t) -c(-(»Tl)P_fl(i)-l)].
;'=n+l

Therefore for S > 0 we have

oo

E [Ac(fc)]At(0ll/-C7„(c)||<   /
J|/|<á ¿t=«+i

a"/

+
/lux l«"1

m-l

(01
E   (Amc(A:))eí'í:/

|fe|>B+l

a"i

+ E(IAW_1"M-" + »I + \Am-x-Jcin + j+ 1)|)

7=0

- —n+m—l n+m

x        \wi~mit)\dt+   E   \CU)\+ E k(;)l + |c(-(« + l))l

+ |c(n + 1)| /     \E„(t)\dt + \c(-(n + l))\ [     \E.n(t)\dt
J\t\>6 J\t\>S

oo

+  E  \A(c(-k) - c(k))\l%k.
k=n+\

The only difficult term to estimate in the right-hand side of the above inequality

is the second term. Applying first the Holder inequality and then the Hausdorff-

Young inequality, we obtain

/J\t\>s

1

MOI'
E  iAmcik))eikt

\k\>n+\

dt

Hilg*£|*l>B+i|A<:(*)|,

i/P

m = 1, p = 1,

ç i Aisrn (E|*|>„+i \^(k)\p)Í,P , m = 1, 2 > p > 1,

^3^ (Zm>n+l \A»>cik)\p)XIP , m>\,   2>p>l,

where 1/p + 1/g = 1, and Ax , A2, and A^ are absolute constants.
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The case m = 1, p = 1 is considered in [4, 3] and the case m = 1, 2 > p > 1

in a different context in [2]. In the general case m > 1 and 1 < p < 2, we have

\\f-Gnic)\\<   [
J\t\<d

E [àcik)]Dkit)dt

+^3^( E lA-w
\|fc|>n+l

+ JJLj    max   (|Am-1->c(-« + ;)| + |A"-1--''c(/i + / + 1)|)
0"IT1 0<7<m-l

+ m(       max       |c(;')| +     max     |c(;)|)
\-n<j<-n+m-l n+l<j<n+m /

+ |c(-(« + l))|+B,|c(« + l)|lgl/á + 52|c(-(« + l))|lgl/á
oo

+  E  \Aici-k) - c{k))\lgk.
k=n+\

Given s > 0 there exists <5(e) > 0 and there exists «o(ß) such that each term on

the right-hand side of the last inequality is less than e/8, whenever n > noie).

Hence
||/- C7„(c)|| < e,    whenever n > «o(e).

Since G nie) is a polynomial, we have / e L'(T). This concludes the proof

that the series £i„i<00 cin)e"" is the Fourier series of its sum /, i.e., c = f.

3. Slowly varying convergence moduli of order m

In a recent study [9] of Lx-convergence of Fourier series, the concept of con-

vergence moduli is introduced. Let {ein)} be a sequence of complex numbers

and let

(3.1) E c^ynt

\n\«x>

be the formal trigonometric transform of {c(n)} . For p > 1 the convergence

modulo of (3.1) is defined as

Kpn(c)= E \k\p-l\Ac(k)\».
\k\<n

It is shown in [10] that the trigonometric transforms with regularly varying con-

vergence moduli converge a.e.. A nondecreasing sequence {R(n)} of positive

numbers is 0-regularly varying if

j^R([Àn]) .   .  . e    .     .hm   „. . ' is finite,    for A > 1.
n     R(n)

In particular, a nondecreasing sequence {/?(«)} of positive numbers is slowly

varying if lim„ R([Xn])/R(n) = 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for

{eK"^} to be O-regularly varying sequence is that

[An]

(3.2) lim   E   \k\p-x\Ac(k)\p isñnite,    forA>l.
\k\=n+l
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Equivalently, KPic) = lg/?(«), for some O-regularly varying sequence {/?(«)}
if and only if (3.2) holds.

It is quite natural to extend the concept of convergence moduli to include

the sequential behavior of wth differences of coefficients of the trigonometric
transforms.

Definition 3.1. Let {c(«)} be a sequence of complex numbers, and let (3.1) be

its trigonometric transform. The convergence modulo of integer order m > 1
of (3.1) is defined as

(3.3) K'ic, m) = E \k\p-x\Amcik)\p,       p > 1.

I*l<«

The following lemma is needed in the proof of the main result of this section.

Lemma 3.1. Let {ein)} be a sequence of complex numbers. For some integer
m > 1, some p > I, let

(3.4) ÏÏmtA^c, m) - Kpic m)] be finite,    for À > 1.

Then {KPic, m)} is a slowly varying sequence.

Proof. The case KPic, m) — 0( 1 ), n —> oo, is trivial. Assume KPic, m) —► oo,
n —» oo . For X > 1, consider the identity

Then

Kpic,m) KZicm)

n^(cT7^^1+llin-^(cT^-

[An]

= 1+'r|E+il*rl|A"c(Ä:)rHr„^;;y

where C is an absolute constant depending on A. Hence

limKp!in]ic,m)/Kpic,m)=l.

Although the main theorem in this section is a corollary to Theorem 2.1, it

has an independent interest because it relates the pointwise convergence and

the integrability of the sum function to the Tauberian condition (3.4), which,

as shown in Lemma 3.1, implies the slowly varying nature of the convergence
modulo of order m > 1.

The following theorem is our main result in this section.

Theorem 3.1. Let {ein)} be a complex null sequence and for some p £ (1, 2]
and some O-regularly varying sequence {/?(«)} let

(3.5) Kpic,m) = lgRin).
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Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 hold.

Proof. It suffices to show that (3.5) implies {ein)} £ BVim, p). From Lemma

3.1 we know that {KPic, m)} is a slowly varying sequence, hence KPic m) =

o(«a), n -> oo, a > 0. On the other hand we have the inequality

E ia"c(/)Ip < c, E ñU?(c' m) + \S^K»{C>m)'
|J|<« L/l<» Ul '

where Ci and C2 are absolute constants. Since the series on the right-hand
side of the above inequality is convergent and the second term in the inequality

is o(l), n -* oo, we have that the series on the left-hand side of the same

inequality is convergent. This proves that the sequence {c(n)} £ BV(m,p).

The rest of the proof proceeds as in Theorem 2.1.

The independent interest of Theorem 3.1 is best seen in the following corol-

lary, where condition (3.5) is now replaced by a somewhat stronger condition

intrinsic to {c(n)}.

Corollary 3.1. Let {c(n)} be a complex null sequence and for some integer m>

1 and some p £ ( 1, 2] let

(3.6) ¿E \k\p\Amc(k)\» = 0(l),        n - oo.

Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 hold.

Proof. From the inequality

1    ill
£ \Amc(k)f < c3 E  ¡ra IihEI->I'|A'"cQ-)Ip

\k\<n \k\<n-\ '    '     \ '   ' j=\

\     \k\<n

where C3 and C4 are absolute constants, it follows that {ein)} £ BVim, p),

which completes the proof.

In particular, if for some m > 1, «Amc(«) = 0(1), \n\ -* 00, then (3.6)

holds. Hence we have a special case of Corollary 3.1.
The above results and remarks may also be helpful in unravelling the con-

dition Ww . It has been conjectured in [8] that for certain classes of sequences

{ein)} the condition fêw is equivalent to certain summability methods. To this

end we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Let {ein)} be a complex null sequence such that

(3.7) «Ac(n) = 0(l),        |/i|-oo.

Then

(i) limnSnic, 0=/(0 o.e.;
(ii) {ein)} £ ^w is equivalent to

[kn]

1     J k=n+l

(3.8) lim lim
A—1+   n

= 0.
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The proof of Proposition 3.1 goes along the lines of the proof of Corollary

3.1.
The nature of %¡> becomes more transparent due to Proposition 3.1; namely,

for the sequences {ein)} satisfying (3.7), the condition ^ is equivalent to

de la Vallée Poussin summability (3.8) introduced in [10].
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